
1. Where did Jan and Dan meet? Tick one.
              

2. Find and copy the name of the fish that Jan has. 

 

3. Number the events from 1-3 to show the 
order that they appear in the text.

              Nan gets eel and chips.

              Dan gets chips and a fork.

              They all go to the park.

              on the bus

              at the fish and chip shop

              near the church

Fish and Chips Read Together Quick Questions
Jan and Dan meet near the church.

They get a bus to the fish and chip shop.

Nan will join them too.

Jan gets cod and chips in a dish. 

Dan gets chips and a fork. 

Nan gets eel and chips. 

Then they all go to the park.
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4. How will Jan and Dan get home from the park?  
    Tick one.

on the bus

in a boat

on their bikes
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              Nan gets eel and chips.

              Dan gets chips and a fork.

              They all go to the park.

              on the bus

              at the fish and chip shop

              near the church

4. How will Jan and Dan get home from the park?  
    Tick one.

on the bus

in a boat

on their bikes
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Jan and Dan meet near the church.

They get a bus to the fish and chip shop.

Nan will join them too.

Jan gets cod and chips in a dish. 

Dan gets chips and a fork. 

Nan gets eel and chips. 

Then they all go to the park.
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